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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Background

Language is the most advanced and powerful means of human communication.

It is species specific and species uniform possession of human beings. It is the

universal medium to express human thoughts, feelings, ideas and emotions.

The vast knowledge in different fields of human activity is accumulated and

stored by the use of language. Most of the activities of the world are carried out

through language such as, transmitting human civilization, literature, political

and diplomatic activities and human achievements. Thus, according to

Richards et al. (1985), “language is the system of human communication by

means of structured arrangement of sounds to form larger units” (p. 153). The

definition shows that language refers to the system of sound and words by

human to express their thoughts and feelings. In this regard Jesperson (1994)

writes:

Language is not an end in itself, just as little as railway tracks, it is a way

of  connection between souls,  a means of communication . . . language is

the most complete, the richest, the best means of communication it

bridges the physical chasm between individuals . . . (p. 4).

This shows that it is essential for an individual to get mastery over any

languages to survive in a society. There are so many languages in the world.

Among them, the English language is the most prestigious and dominant one.

According to Harmer (2003), it is the international language and a vital tool for

any student to become successful in communication (p. 18). For him (ibid),

although English is not a language of the largest number of native or first

language speakers, it has become a lingua franca because of historical,

economic, and cultural factors which have influenced and sustained the spread

as the language.
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1.1.1 Acquisition and Learning of Language

As language is the most widely used means of communication, it is common to

all and only human beings. That is, it is the greatest accomplishment of human

civilization. There are two different ways of gaining mastery over a language:

- By acquisition, and

- By learning.

Language acquisition takes places in an informal social situation. It is a

subconscious and spontaneous process of picking up of a language which

results into knowing the language. In contrary to this, language learning takes

place in a formal and academic setting. It is a conscious process of knowing the

rules of a language which results into knowing about the language. This shows

that first language is acquired and second language is learnt. To clarify this

concept, it is better to take help of Mitchell and Myles (2004, pp. 5-6).

According to them, second languages are any languages other than the learner’s

native language or mother tongue. They include both language of wider

communication encountered within the local region or community and truly

foreign language, which have no immediately local uses or speakers. They may

indeed be second language learners working with, in a literal sense, or they

may be their third, fourth or even fifth language. It is sensible to include

‘foreign’ languages under our more general term of ‘second’ languages because

we believe that the underlying learning processes are essentially the same for

more local and for more remote target language, despite differing learning

purposes and circumstances.

1.1.2 Second Language Acquisition

The term ‘second language’ refers to the language other than one’s mother

tongue used for special purpose such as education, government, trade and so

on. Second language acquisition, SLA in short, includes how people or learners

are able to learn an additional language after they have acquired their mother

tongue. So, second language acquisition stands in contrast with the first

language acquisition. SLA is possible in a foreign language context as well as
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in a native one. It is general term that embraces both tutored (classroom)

acquisition and untutored (naturalistic) acquisition. This shows that SLA is the

subconscious/conscious process by which a language other than the mother

tongue is learnt in a natural or tutored setting. To clarify what an SLA is, it is

better to consult the following definitions:

Gass and Selinker (2008) defined SLA as the process of learning another

language after the native language has been learned. Sometimes the term refers

to the learning of a third or fourth language (p. 7). For them, it is the language

that is learnt after the first language is acquired. In the similar regard Ellis

(1985) writes that SLA is not a uniform and predictable phenomenon...(It) is

the product of many factors pertaining to the learning on the one hand and the

learning situation on the other (p. 4). His definition expresses that the process

of SLA does not occur in a predictable order. The learning itself and the

situation of learning are such factors that determine how learning of a language

takes place. Mitchell and Myles (2004) defined focusing on the pattern of

language learning and stated that the learning of the ‘second’ language takes

place sometimes later than the acquisition of the first language (p. 5). This

shows that it is the study of how learners learn additional language after they

have acquired their mother tongue. It is used as a general term that embraces

both untutored (naturalistic) and tutored (classroom) acquisition. It is the

process of learning a language after acquiring one’s L1, i.e., the mother tongue.

What is common in these three definitions is that SLA is the gaining the

knowledge of another language after the acquisition of one’s first language. It

can be any language that is learnt after getting mastery over the first language.

1.1.3 Some Requirements for Language Learning

As a conscious process of getting mastery over language(s), second language

learning needs some specific conditions to have success in second language

proficiency. These requirements for successful SLA, according to Gass (2003)

are:
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- Positive evidence (input),

- Negative evidence (feedback), and

- Output.

In this regard, Gass (2003) writes, “the input (positive evidence) basically

comprises the set of well-formed sentences to which learners are exposed. As

the most direct means that learners have available to them from which they can

from linguistic hypotheses, these exposure are available from the both spoken

and written form of the language. It is also called models as it provides means

to have learning the language” (p. 225).

Feedback, i.e, negative evidence is, according to Gass (ibid), the type of

information that is provided to learners concerning the incorrectness of an

utterance. It is the feedback in learners’ utterance which is incorrect so that it

can be corrected and learning takes places. For him (ibid), it is of two types:

- Pre-emptive

- Reactive

Pre-emptive feedback occurs before an actual error in the process of learning.

Reactive feedback is of again two types-explicit and implicit. According to

him, explicit evidence is an overt correction where as an implicit evidence can

result in a communication breakdown or in a recast.

Output is the third requirement that is necessary to have successful second

language learning. The focus on output as a requirement for successful learning

is that the activity of producing the target language may enable second

language learners to consciously recognize their linguistic problems and make

them more aware of something they need to know about the target language.

Thus, it is through the production of output that promotes ‘nothing’ which

helps learners to recognize a gap between what they want to say and what they

actually say.
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1.1.4 Input, Interaction and Output in SLA

Input, Interaction and Output all have determinant role in second language

acquisition. The second language acquisition process cannot be completed in

absence of any one of them. Here, an attempt has been made to explain them

and their role in SLA in three different sub-headings as below:

1.1.4.1 Input in SLA

In general, the language exposure that is available to learners is the input. It is

what is given to the learners. We have a well known fact that comprehensible

and appropriately contextualized second language data are necessary for

learning to take place. For successful second language learning, an exposure to

comprehensible input is both necessary and sufficient. We should know that

speaking is a result of acquisition and not its cause. Similarly, when input is

understood, it will be enough for learning. That is, comprehensible input is the

key to learning. However, the precise developmental contribution of the

language used to address second language learners first attracted serious

attention from psycholinguists and second language researchers in the light of

the input hypothesis.

Crystal (2003) writes that input refers to a term used in PSYCHOLINGUISTICS to

refer to the external linguistic DATA available to speakers in the course of

acquiring a language (p. 236). By this definition too, it is clear that what is

exposed as language exposure to the learners is the input.

(i) Role of Input in SLA

In second language acquisition, input has paramount importance since the input

formed the basis of what was imitated and therefore, the basis on which one

created so-called language habits. The important role of input has not

diminished over the years, what has changed, however, is the conceptualization

of how individuals process the input and how the input interacts with the

mental capacities of those learning a language (first or second). Within second
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language studies, the general function of input has been treated variably. In

many approaches to SLA (e.g. input/interaction, input hypothesis, information

processing etc.) input is still seen as being a highly important factor in

acquisition. However, in others such as the Universal Grammar Approach,

input is releted to a secondary role, interacting with an innate stricture to affect

acquisition. Within this framework, the input provides language-specific

information which interacts with whatever innate structure an individual (child

or adult) brings to the language learning situation. As input in second language

acquisition is concerned, Long (1982) has introduce two important concepts;

(a) Comprehensible Input

Input research has centered on the belief that availability on the target language

is not a sufficient condition for language learning.  What seems essential is that

the learner understands it. Input must be comprehensible of it is to assist the

acquiring/learning process. There are two way of making input

comprehensible; the first one is to pre-modify input before it is offered to the

learner (pre-modified input), and the second one is to negotiate the input

through interaction (interactionally modified input). Long (1982) has suggested

four ways in which input can be made comprehensible;

1) by modifying speech,

2) by providing linguistic and extra-linguistic context,

3) by orienting the communication to the ‘here and now”, and

4) by modifying the interact ional structure of the conversation.

Long (ibid) asserts that all four ways may aid communication, but he especially

emphasizes that the 4th way i. e, modifying the interactional structure of the

conversation-is most likely to aid language acquisition. He reports that the

input that has not been comprehended (the “+I” part of the comprehensible

input “I+1”) may become comprehensible through the process of interaction or

negotiation.
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(b) The modified Input

The modified input refers to the language addressed to learner/non-proficient

non-native speakers by a teacher/proficient native speaker of a language. Pre-

modified input is generally operationalized as input that has been carefully

targeted at the level of the learner in order to facilitate learner comprehension.

In general, one observes linguistic modification made by the more proficient

speaker in all areas of language. A teacher/native speaker can modify the input

by adjusting his/her speech most likely to ensure comprehension on the part of

learners. One function of modification of it is to make the language

comprehensible. Modified input is of two types: simplified and elaborated

input. When input is pre-modified, learners seldom have occasions to

misunderstand what is exposed to them.

1.1.4.2 Interaction in SLA

Interaction plays a significant role in second language acquisition. The

interactionist approach considers conversational interaction as a locus of

learning. Interaction involves a number of components including negotiation of

meaning, focus on recasts, and feedback. This approach accounts for learning

through input, production of language, and feedback.

Long (1985), in his two studies, proposed the integrationist approach of second

language learning as a more systematic approach to link the features of

environmental language and the learners second language development. In his

hypothesis, he shifted the attention of the SLA field towards more interactive

aspects of foreign language discourse. Before going through Long’s interactive

hypothesis, let us see the following two comments given on this approach of

SLA. This would help to understand the approach in an intelligible manner.

[Interaction research] takes as its starting point the assumption that

language learning is stimulated by communicative pressure and examines

the relationship between communication and acquisition and the
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mechanisms (e.g. noticing, attention) that mediate between them. (Gass;

2006, p.224)

[According to Long] lecturettes prescript and delivered in a modified,

Foreigner Talk Discourse style were more comprehensible to adult second

language learners than were versions of the same talks delivered in an

unmodified style, thus supporting the argument that linguistic

modifications could promote comprehension of input. (Mitchell and

Myles, 2004; p.167)

In fact, Long’s interaction hypothesis (1985) is an extension of Krashen’s

original input hypothesis. According to Long (1985, p.378)

linguistic/conversational adjustments promote comprehensible input and it in

turn promotes acquisition.

Negotiated interaction between native and non-native speaker and between two

NNSs plays an important role in the development of a second language.

Conversation is not only a medium of practice, but also the means by which

learning takes place. Conversational interaction in a second language forms the

basis for the development of language rather than being only a forum for

practice as the interaction Hypothesis.

Negotiation for meaning, and especially negotiation work that triggers

interactional adjustments by the NS or more competent interlocutor, facilitates

acquisition because it connects input, internal learner capacities, particularly

selective attention and output in productive ways. Environmental contributions

to acquisition are mediated by selective attention and the learners developing

second language processing capacities, and that these resources are brought

together usefully, although not exclusively, during negotiation for meaning.

Negative feedback obtained during negotiation work or else where may be

facilitative of L2 development at least for vocabulary, morphology and

language specific syntax. So that interaction hypothesis claims implicit
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negative feedback which can be obtained through negotiated interaction,

facilitates SLA. Interaction facilitates acquisition because of the conversational

and linguistic modifications that occur in such discourse and that provide

learners with the input they need.

1.1.5 The Role of Input and Interaction in Language Learning

Language learning (output) is the result of adequate and enough input through

the procedural interaction. What the learner may produce depends on what and

how s/he received that. Input is the source of language that is exposed to the

learners whereas interaction may serve as a forum for or a facilitator of

language development. It is the means by which the learner is able to crack the

code. A successful learner must be aware of a need of learning in which

negotiation in conversation is a means to focus learner’s attention towards

learning a language.

According to Gass and Selinker (2008), the view of input and interaction that

has been presented here appears to be in opposition to the view of language

learning constrained by principles of Universal Grammar. However, the goal of

both perspectives is to come to an understanding of how second language

grammars are formulated in light of the fact that the evidence learners have

about the second language is so limited. Learners have two kinds of linguistic

information at their disposal. The first is known as positive evidence and refers

to that limited set of well-formed utterances to which learners are exposed. The

second negative evidence consists of information provided to a learner that

his/her utterance is deviant in some way (p.346).

As child (first) language acquisition is concerned, negative evidence is neither

frequent nor necessary for acquisition to take place. It cannot be a necessary

condition for acquisition because children do not receive much correction over

what they produced. This statement can raise a question how does acquisition

take place in child language then? It has an easy answer. They have a set of
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innate properties that limit the possibilities of grammar formation. As grammar

formation is limited, the task of language learning is reduced automatically.

However, the condition is different in relation to the second language learning.

In one hand, negative evidence is a necessary condition for adult second

language learning. In the other, they receive more negative evidence and need

more correction then children as the learning takes place in the formal

situation.

Similar is the case in relation to interaction as well. Interaction forms the basis

for the development of syntax rather than being only a forum for practice of

grammatical structures. Syntax develops out of conversation but the vice-versa

is not possible. According to Ellis (1984), interaction contributes to

development because it is the means by which the learner is able to crack the

code (p.95). For him, learning takes place when the learner can infer what is

said even though the message contains linguistic items that are not yet part of

his competence and when the learner can use the discourse to help him/her

modify or supplement the linguistic knowledge already used in production.

Learning may take place during the interaction (i.e. conversation) and/or

negotiation may be an initial step in learning. In another word, negotiation can

function as a promoting device for learning. Negotiated interaction is very

much important for learning to take place. Mackey’s (1999) study also shows

that learners who were involved in structure-focused interaction moved along a

developmental path more rapidly than learners who were not. Interaction helps

to step-up the pace of development. That is, only a little development can be

noted, when/where learners receive only pre-modified input without the

opportunities for interaction. Different kinds of interaction may differentially

impact the rate and route of acquisition. That is, the route could be altered

depending on the context.
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1.1.6 Output in SLA

In general, output is what the learner produces after s/he receives input and

perceives it as intake. Output has traditionally been viewed as a way of

practicing what has previously been learned. That is, it has generally

considered having a positive effect on learning. It is assumed that output as

merely repetition may be less useful than output where learners are given

opportunities to incorporate new forms into their production.

In fact, output is necessary to increase fluency and other language performance.

That is, learners must practice producing the second language utterance if they

are to learn to use their interlanguage system confidently and routinely.

However, Swain (1985) goes beyond this ‘practice’ function of output in his

‘output hypotheses’ and claims that output has to do with the development of

the interlanguage system, not only with the increased efficiency in using it.

Swain (ibid) has conducted a study with Canadian immersion students, where

he has shown that even though students had received abundant comprehensible

input in French and were somewhat fluent in the language they had still not

acquired the grammatical competence. Immersion student’s achievement test

scores equivalent to those of students in the standard English program proved

that the input had indeed been comprehensible (the immersion students took

the achievement test in French). Still, immersion students’ many syntactical

errors in French confirmed that the target language grammatical system had not

been fully acquired. This information gave researchers cause to question

whether comprehensible input really is the only causal factor in second

language acquisition. Swain (ibid) suggested that ‘output’ was the missing

factor and called the concept ‘comprehensible output’ and has been credited

with first articulation what has come to be called the ‘output hypotheses.’

One of the possible ways to account for the lack of grammatical accuracy was

that learners were not being pushed to produce language output. He (ibid)
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theorized that learners in immersion setting were not pushed to a deeper

analysis of the target language grammar because they could get their meaning

across adequately without doing so. Swain (1995, p. 128 as cited in Mitchell

and Myles, 2004, p. 174)) processes three functions for learner output:

- The ‘noticing/triggering’ function or what might be referred to the

consciousness-rising role.

- The hypothesis testing function.

- The meta-linguistic function or what might be referred to as its

‘reflective role.’

He (ibid) believes that the activity of producing the target language may ‘push’

learners to become aware of gaps and problems in their current second

language system (first function); it provides them with opportunities to reflect

on, discuss and analyze these problems explicitly (third function), and of

course, it provides them with opportunities to experiment with new situations

and forms (second function).

It can be generalized from this statement that comprehensible output may offer

at least three things that input could do. They are;

i) Provide the learners with opportunities for contextualized, meaning

use.

ii) Allow the learners to move from semantic to syntactic processing of

the target language.

iii) Force them (the learners) to move from semantic to syntactic

processing of the target language

1.1.6.1 Role of Output in SLA

Comprehensible output plays a crucial role for the acquisition to take place in

the second language. Output stimulates noticing of the target linguistic forms

contained in the subsequently provided input, and finally results in the

acquisition of the target forms. According to Song (2010, p.109), Schmidt
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(1990/1994) proposed in noticing hypothesis, which claims that ‘noticing is the

necessary and sufficient condition for the conversation of input to intake for

learning. As noticing is necessary in learning linguistic form, frequency of

forms, perceptual salience, instruction, the current state of learner’s inter-

language and task demands all play an important role in directing attention and

bringing some features of input into awareness.

As output is concerned, a second language learner will begin to acquire the

target like form if and only it is present in comprehensible input and ‘noticed’

in the normal sense of the word, that is consciously. Swain (1995) proposes in

his output hypothesis that output can facilitate the process of noticing of both

problems in one’s IL and the relevant features in the input. This noticing will

then stimulate the processes of language acquisition by promoting learners to

seek out relevant input with more focused attention.

According to Gass and Selinker (2008), input alone is not sufficient for

acquisition, because when one hears language one can often interpret the

meaning without the use of syntax (p.325). That is, a little knowledge other

than knowing the meaning of the words and knowing something about real

world events is needed. But, this is not the case with language production or

output. One is forced to put the words into some order. According to Swain

(1985, p. 249), production then ‘may force the learners to move form semantic

processing to syntactic processing. For him, as cited in Gass and Selinker

(2008, p. 327), output may stimulate learners to move form the semantic, open-

ended, non-deterministic, strategic processing prevalent in comprehension to

the complete grammatical processing needed for accurate production. Output,

thus would seem to have a potentially significant role in the development of

syntax and morphology.

It is generally suggested that collaborative tasks, such as information gap

activities, may perhaps be one of the best ways to get students to produce
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comprehensible output. A reason for these types of tasks and other kinds of pair

and group work activities may be useful because, whereas individually learners

may be novices, working together they have access to their partners knowledge

and can essentially ‘rise above’ their individual level of competence and

become, temporarily and with the help of their partners, more proficient

experts. Thus, by doing this, learners working in a pair can produce

comprehensible output beyond their competence level and learn something

new.

1.2 Review of Related Literature

Although role of output in SLA is a new subject to study in Nepal, a number of

researches have been carried out outside Nepal in it as well as in the other

aspects of SLA. Some of the important ones were as below:

Ellis and He (1999) studied with low proficiency English second language

learners using a pool of unfamiliar furniture vocabulary. All the learners carried

out a designed task, placing small pictures of the furniture items around the

plan of an apartment, but one group received pre-modified instruction that they

could not negotiate. A second group received the same instruction but could

negotiate, if meaning were not clear, while the third group were required to

give the instructions to an interlocutor. In that study, pre-tests and post-tests of

the selected vocabulary showed that the third, ‘output’ group outperformed the

others both receptively and productively.

Izumiet et al. (1999) studied the potential of the ‘pushed output’ to promote

English second language students’ learning of the counterfactual conditional in

English. Experimental groups were given different kinds of texts including rich

examples of the structure, and had to generate similar texts (in an essay writing

task and a text reconstruction task). Control groups meanwhile received the

same textual inputs, but did other activities based on them (e.g., Answering

comprehension questions). The writings of the experimental groups showed a
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significant improvement during the experimental treatment, but on the eventual

post tests, focusing on the target grammar structure, the control groups

performed just as well. Thus, it seemed that rich input combined with a variety

of ‘noticing’ activities, have been enough in this case to lead to grammar

learning, without any added benefit being derived from the output requirement.

McDonough (2005) tested the output hypothesis directly in her study of Thai

learners of English. To investigate the acquisition of English questions, four

groups carried out communicative tasks in the study. The four groups focused

on salience (enhancement) and opportunity to modify the following feedback.

Despite the errors there is no feedback only a response. Her detailed study

provides evidence that the best predictor of acquisition, in this case

operationalized by the acquisition of more advanced questions, is the

opportunity to modify one’s speech.

White (1991) conducted a study entitled “the development of adverb placement

by French children learning English.” Her purpose of the study was to find out

the answer of the questions of how learners learn not to do something in the L2

that is present in the native language. The study consisted of five classes of

French NSs learning English as a second language (two classes at grade 6) and

one control group of monolingual NSs of English. One of the grade 5 groups

and two of the grade 6 groups were given explicit instruction on adverb

placements as well as exercises and correction on adverb placement; the other

groups were given instruction on question using the same type of exercises but

no explicit instruction on adverbs. The classroom treatment lasted two weeks.

All children were given pre-tests, post-tests immediately following the

treatment sessions, a second post-test five weeks later, and a follow up test a

year later. The test consisted of grammaticality judgment tasks (with

correction), preference tasks, and a sentence manipulation task. By comparing

the group’s performance, White has shown that negative evidence did indeed

promote the learning of adverb placement.
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The study found that French learners of English have to learn that English

allowing subject-adverb-verb order and that it does not allow subject–verb

adverb-object order.

Mackey (1999) carried out a research to find out whether conversational

interaction facilitates second language development, and the developmental

outcomes are related to the nature of the conversational interaction and the

level of learner involvement. The procedure included the pre-test, treatment

and post tests. It was concluded that interaction led to development of second

language. More active involvement led to greater development of language.

As the related study in Nepal is concerned, an attempt has been made here, to

review some of the important ones that were carried out in the department of

English Education as below:

Pant (2004) carried out a research entitled “effectiveness of discovery

technique in teaching subject-verb agreement in grade nine”. The main

objective of the study was to find out the effectiveness of discovery technique.

The findings of the study showed that the students taught through discovery

technique did relatively better in comparison to those taught through

explanation technique.

Regmi (2004) conducted a research work entitled “effectiveness of group work

technique in teaching English tenses.” His objective of the study was to

determine the effectiveness of group work technique in teaching English

tenses. It was found by the study that the students who were taught using group

work progressed relatively better than the students who were taught using

explanation technique.

Pande (2004) also carried out an experimental research entitled “the

effectiveness of project work technique in developing writing skill.” The main
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objective of the study was to find out the effectiveness of project work

technique in developing writing skill. The finding showed that the use of

project work technique in classroom teaching is slightly more effective than

conventional teaching.

Bhandari (2005) carried out a research entitled “the effectiveness of the two

techniques- pair work and group work in teaching communicative functions of

English.” The objective of the study was to compare the proficiency of those

two techniques. It was concluded that the pair work technique is relatively

more effective than group work technique for teaching communicative

functions of English, in general.

Oli (2005) also conducted an experimental research entitled “the effectiveness

of task based technique for teaching grammar.” His study aimed to find out the

effectiveness of task based technique for teaching grammar at school. The

finding showed that task based teaching of grammar is more effective than

theoretical or form based teaching of it.

Rawal (2006) carried out a research work entitled “the role of input and

interaction in learning the English language.” Her aim of the study was to find

out the role of input and interaction in learning the communicative functions of

the English language. The grade nine 28 students of one of the private schools

in Kathmandu were sampled as the sampled population for the study. Her study

shows that the modified input and the interaction as per the modified input was

found more effective than the textbook input and interaction based on it for

learning the communicative functions of the English language.

Adhikari (2007) conducted a research work entitled “effectiveness of test re-

test method to measure the reliability of the test item.” His main objective of

the study was to find out how effective the test, re-test method is to measure the
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reliability of the test item. His study has shown that the method was effective

and thus, was helpful to measure the reliability of the test item.

Adhikari (2008) conducted a research work entitled “effectiveness of

communicative method in teaching reading comprehension.” He has set the

objective of the study to test how effective the communicative method in

teaching reading comprehension was. The study has found that the

communicative method of language teaching is effective enough to teach the

reading comprehension in comparison to the other (GT and or ALM) method to

the school students.

Dahal (2009) conducted a study entitled “the effectiveness of process writing”

to find out how effective the process writing was to develop writing proficiency

in the students. As the finding of the study is concerned, the study showed that

process writing was effective to develop writing proficiency ability of the

students in comparison to some other modes and methods of teaching writing.

Shrestha’s study (2010) entitled “the effectiveness of teaching materials in

developing writing skills” aimed at finding out how effective the teaching

materials were to develop writing skill in the students. The study has found that

teaching materials play important role for learning to take place. As the

proficiency of student (on writing skill) taught with teaching materials seemed

higher and better than that of the students taught without any of such materials,

it has proved that the use of teaching materials create effectiveness in

developing writing proficiency on students.

A numbers of research have been carried out to find out the effectiveness and

role of different methods, techniques and tools in developing the language

proficiency on the students in the Department of English education. However,

only some studies in SLA and no study in the output have been carried out yet.

Thus, it is the first study on the role of output in SLA in which an attempt have
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been made to find out how effective role does the output play in second

language acquisition (learning) of the learners mainly in relation to the learning

of English past tense.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

The study had the following objectives:

1. To find out the role of output in learning English past tense.

2. To suggest some pedagogical implications.

1.4 Significance of the Study

The study is very important as it has dealt with problems related to teaching

writing skill. It has provided some insight into the practical problems that

arouse during teaching of writing. The findings of the study will be important

for the students and teachers of ELT as it may function as a path finder for their

academic journey. Further, its findings and recommendations will be helpful to

the textbook writers, curriculum designers, language planner and policy maker,

researchers as well as for all the others who use English as a second or foreign

language and are directly and/or indirectly related to language teaching,

especially the teaching of writing skill at school level.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

The following methodological strategies were used to fulfill the objectives of

the study:

2.1 Sources of Data

The researcher used both primary and secondary sources of data to collect

necessary information. Specifically, the sources of data were as below:

2.1.1 Primary Sources

The sampled students of grade 9 were the primary source of the data for this

study. The researcher himself was involved in experiment. A comprehensive

test was designed and administered as both pre- and post-test to collect required

data for the study.

2.1.2 Secondary Sources

The researcher made use of secondary sources of data as well in the study.

Some of them were Ellis (1988), Gass and Varonis (1994), Polio and Gass

(1998), Mackey (1999), Mitchell and Myles (2004), Pant (2004), Regmi

(2004),  Pande (2004), Bhandari (2005), Oli (2005), Rawal (2006), Adhikari

(2007), Gass and Selinker (2008)Adhikari (2008), Dahal (2009), Shrestha

(2010) and so on.

2.2 Population of the Study

The students of grade 9 of secondary level public school were the population of

the study for this research work.

2.3 Sample of the Study

The thirty students of grade 9 of Metro Higher Secondary School, New

Baneshwor, Kathmandu were taken as the sample of the study.
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2.4 Sampling Procedure

Students were sampled through judgmental non-random sampling procedure.

The selected students were divided into two (controlled and experimental)

groups and studied in depth.

2.5 Tools for Data Collection

Test items were the tool of data collection. A comprehensive test was designed

and administered to the sampled students both as pre- and post-test to collect

necessary data. Secondary data were collected through document study.

2.6 Process of Data Collection

First of all, I visited the selected school and met the concerned authority. A

good rapport was established and the purpose and process of research was

explained. The English teacher of grade 9 was consulted and the students were

explained about the purpose and process of the research work. Before this, I

developed the test items to be used in the pre- and post test along with the task

to be used for treatment. A pre-set test item was administered for the purpose

of pre-testing the student’s knowledge. The test item was examined and scored.

Students were divided into two groups (controlled and experimental) on the

basis of their pre-test score. Then, the same teaching items were taught to the

both groups. Experimental group got special treatment whereas the control

group did not. The post-test was administered after the teaching of 20 days.

Finally, the result of post-test was compared with the result of pre-test. The

scores of both the tests were analyzed and interpreted so as to derive the

findings of the study.

2.6 Limitations of the Study

The study was limited only to:

i. The grade 9 students of Metro higher secondary school, New Baneshwor.

ii. The acquisition of English as a foreign language in the classroom setting.

iii. The experiment of 20 days.

iv. The teaching of the past tense.
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CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

This chapter deals with the analysis and interpretation of collected data. The

data have been analyzed keeping them in a holistic comparison. Before starting

the presentation, analysis and interpretation of the collected data; the basic

information associated with the analysis and interpretation has been given

below in brief:

3.1 Holistic Comparison

After collecting the test items of both the pre- and post-tests, scoring was made.

The tests were of 140 full marks; 100 for written and 40 for spoken test. The

table below presents the average score of students’ achievement in both the

tests.

Table No. 1

Comparison of Students Score

Group Average score

(pre-test)

Average score

(post-test)

Difference Difference %

A 73.40 79.86 6046 8.80

B 73.26 91.46 18.20 24.84

The information presented in the table above shows that the pre-test score of

both the groups (73.40 and 73.26) was the same and alike. As the average post-

test score is concerned, Group A increased it by 6.46 marks in average (i.e.,

8.80 %) whereas Group B increased it by 18.20 marks (i.e., 24.84%). The

difference between them is shown in the following bar-diagram:
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Figure No. 1
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According to the figure above, the result of Group A had only a little progress

(i.e., 8.80 %) whereas Group B made for better progress in comparison to

Group A (24.84 %) which signifies the effect of treatment. It is mainly due to

the intervention used while teaching them. Thus, it shows that the language

output plays a significant role in learning a second language.

The holistic comparison has consisted of the overall analysis of student’s

achievement score. By breaking down the score of the students in respective

spoken and written skills the following table provides a glimpse of the overall

status of the study.

Table No. 2

Overall Status of Student’s Achievement

Tests Group A Group B

Written Spoken Total Written Spoken Total

Pre-test 46.93 26.46 73.40 46.73 26.53 73.26

Post-test 50.53 28.93 79.86 62.53 29.33 91.46

Difference 3.60 2.47 6.46 16.80 2.80 18.20
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According to the data presented in the table above, the final achievement score

of the students of Group A is 11.74 marks (i.e., 14.52 %) lower than that of the

score of Group B. This signifies that there is a good increment in the

achievement of the students of Group B. As test-wise comparison is concerned,

the pre-test score of Group B (73.26) was 0.15 marks lower than the pre-test

score of Group A (73.40). Here, the difference is so low that it does not signify

any result and thus, can be regarded as the same and/or equal marks. While in

the post-test, it has 11.60 marks increment in the score of the students of Group

B (91.46) in comparison to the score of the students of Group A (79.86). This is

why, some effects of treatment/intervention can be observed in the Group B

which indicates that language output has a significant role in the development

of second language performance in the students.

3.2 Skill-wise Comparison of Students’ Achievement

To explore the role of output in SLA, a test with written and spoken skills were

taken for analysis. The skill-wise result of student’s achievement has been

given in the table below:

Table No. 3

Skill-wise Comparison of Test Result

Group Skills Average score

(pre-test)

Average score

(post-test)

Difference Difference

(%)

A Written 46.93 50.53 3.60 7.67

Spoken 26.46 28.93 2.47 9.33

B Written 46.73 62.53 15.80 33.81

Spoken 26.53 29.33 2.80 10.55

According to the data presented in the table above, the pre-test result of Group

A in writing skill (46.93) is 3.60 marks lower than the post-test result (50.53)

which has the increment of 7.67 percent in the post test. As same as this, the

pre-test result of Group B in written skill (46.73) is 15.80 marks lower than the

post-test result of the Group (62.53) which shows 33.81 percent increment in
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students achievement. Accordingly, as compared the pre-test result of spoken

skill (26.53) with the post-test result of spoken skill (29.33) of the Group B, it

has the difference of 2.80 marks which denotes 10.55 percent increment in the

post-test. Here, it is clear by the data above that the post-test result of both the

skills has gradual increment and has in progress in comparison to the pre-test

result. Further, the post test result of Group B has significant increment in

comparison to the pre-test result in both the skills. It is mainly due to the

application of treatment and intervention. As overall performance of student’s

skill-wise result is concerned, Group B, the experimental group, has 0.33 marks

more than the Group A, the controlled group in speaking skill test.

Accordingly, Group B’s obtained marks of post-test in writing skill is 12.20

marks more than that of the Group A. thus, the average overall achievement of

Group B is 12.40 marks (12.53%) more and better than that of the Group A. it

shows and justifies the role of output/language production in learning the

second language.

3.3 Teaching Item-wise Comparison of Test Result

Twenty lessons related to past tense were taught for 20 days so as to find out

the effect of treatment/intervention. Both the groups were taught the same

lesson. The test items have covered the main six items among the items taught.

Being based on student’s response on writing test, the following item-wise

achievement was found and is presented below for further analysis.
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Table No. 4

Teaching Item-wise Comparison of Test Result

S.N. Teaching item Score of group A Score of group B

Pre-test Post-test Pre-test Post-test

1 Narrating past events 18 18 18 21

2 Expressing the past 17 18 14 20

3 Sentence transformation

in the past

8 9 8 12

4 Describing past habits 1 2 2 3

5 Generating past

sentences

1 2 2 3

6 Interpreting Para

orthographic text

2 2 3 4

Average score 46.93 50.53 46.73 62.53

The data presented in the table above shows the teaching item-wise average

scoring of the students in both the pre- and post-test. It is clear from the table

that Group A (the controlled group) has 46.93 average pre-test scoring whereas

the post-test average scoring is 50.53. It shows 7.67 percent increment in the

post-test. As the increment of 5 percent in the post test does not signify the

effect of the intervention, the 7.67 percent increment means only a little

improvement from the pre test due to the effect of the intervention/treatment.

So far as the scoring of Group B (the experimental group) is concerned, its

average pre-test scoring is 46.73 whereas the average post-test scoring of this

group is 62.53 (i.e., 15.80 marks more than that of the pre-test). It shows that

the post-test result has 33.81 percent increment than the average scoring of the

pre-test of the group.

According to the data presented in the table above, students have felt

difficulties in interpreting the para-orthographic text in the past tense. They

obtained only 20-40 percent marks in this item. Narrating past events and
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expressing ideas and opinions in the past were found the two items that

students have coped up with almost high scoring. The data show moderate type

of (average) scoring in sentence transformation whereas all of them were found

little bit poor in describing past habits and in generating past sentence in

comparison  to the other types of teaching items taught so far.

The descriptions in aforementioned two paragraph show that students have

similar type of learning rate in almost all the functions taught so far. The

difference between the post-test score of Group A and Group B is mainly due

to the difference between the intervention/treatment that was applied during the

observational period. That is language output was focused with constant

practice in the Group B (experimental) whereas it was lacking in the group A.

This is why, the language performance of any students depends on and it is

determined by the language output which further helps to better the language

output.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study was conducted to find out the role of output in learning a second

language. Specifically, the role of related output in learning English past tense

was explored in the study. A practical study of 20 days was conducted to reach

to the conclusion. For the convenience of the study, the findings and

recommendations of the study are given in two different sub-headings.

The analysis and interpretation of the collected data has helped the researcher

to derive the following major findings of the study:

4.1 Findings

The major findings of the study are as below:

I. The average increment percentage of group B is 14.52 percent to compare

with the average achievement of Group A. That is, Group B has achieved

11.74 marks more than that of the Group A. It implies that the output of

Group B in English past tense was better than group A. Through this

evidence, it is found that focus on output is a requirement for successful

learning of a second language as the activities of producing the target

language enables the target language learners to consciously recognize their

linguistic problems and make them more aware of something they need to

know about the target (second) language. It is derived from the study that

the production of output promotes ‘noticing’ which helps them to recognize

the gap between what they want to produce and what they actually

produced.

a. The post–test result of both the groups in average [79.86 (A) and 91.46

(B)] as well as skill-wise [spoken-28.93 (A) and 29.33 (B) and written-

50.53 (A) and 62.53 (B)] is found better than the pre-test result of both

the groups. It shows that the increment on post-test is due to the

treatment during the observational period.
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b. The difference between the post-test result of Group A and the post-test

result of group B has found noticeable (post-test result of group B is

14.52% more than the Group A) difference. The progress of Group B

was due to the focus on language output (production).

c. It has found that both the groups have made progress in speaking skill as

Group A had 9.33 percent increment and Group B had 10.55 percent

increment in the post-test in spoken skill. The difference between them

(1.22%) was not so significant; however it implied the effect of special

treatment on group B.

d. As writing skill is concerned, Group B has higher average increment

(33.81%) than the increment of Group A (7.67%). This difference was

due to the focus on constant practice of language production (output)

which was not focused in Group A. It shows that output (producing

language output) is based in how much and how well the learners were

pushed to produce the language output during the observation.

4.2 Recommendation

On the basis of aforementioned findings of the study (that were derived form

the analysis and interpretation of the data), following recommendations for

pedagogical implications have been suggested.

a. The scope of the study was only to the 9th graders of a private school in

Kathmandu who were taught English past tense only for 20 days. Thus, it

is suggested to carry out further researchers having large sample and

longer time in different levels and also in different skills, aspects and

functions of the language so as to generate more valid, accurate and

authentic finding.

b. The study was related only to the learning of English past tense. It is

recommended for further researchers to carry out further studies in other
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functions and aspect as well focusing in all the input, interaction and

output.

c. Further, the activity of producing the target language pushes the learners

to become aware of the gaps (problems) in their current second language

system and provides the opportunities to analyze those problems explicitly

as well as provides opportunities to experiment with other structures and

forms of the language. Thus, it is suggested that the main aim of teaching

at class should be to develop (or to assist to develop) the inter-language

system at learners so that second language learning can be facilitate

through the set system.

d. It is suggested to modify the learner’s output by means of clarification

requests, focus on interaction, feedback, comprehension check,

confirmation check, and so on which push them to retrieve the correct

form of language. Thus, ‘pushed output’ should be focused while

teaching.

e. It is suggested to the syllabus designers, textbook writers as well as to the

teachers to focus in using modified output so as to push the students in

producing language output.

f. As far as possible, it is suggested to conduct such types of other studies in

the natural setting for the betterment and authenticity of the study.
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Appendix -1

Speaking Test

Name: FM: 40

Class: PM: 12.8

Roll no.: Time: 2 hour

Section: Date:

School:

1. Practice speaking with the clues given below: The one is done for you as

example. 5

Ex: I (go) yesterday.

I went to bed after supper yesterday.

i) Suren Majhi (fish) at that time.

ii) Himesh (complete) last month.

iii) If I (be) I (will) do well.

iv) I (write) when he arrived.

v) She (reading) when her lover (come).

2. Talk to your teacher. 5

T: What did you do this morning?

S: ………………………………………

T: You took your lunch. What and how did you take your lunch?

S: ………………………………………..

T: Didn’t you wash your hand and feet before your lunch?

S: …………………………………….

T: If so, what did you do immediately after having the meal?

S: ………………………………….

T: how did you use to take meal while you were of 8-10 years old?

S: ………………………………….

- to bed after supper
- in the Sunkoshi river
- the task
- the Prime minister
- a newspaper article

- her love letter
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3. Work in pairs. Look at the pictures. They tell a story. Discuss them with

your partner and make a story out of the pictures. Then tell the story to the

class. You may start like this: “On Friday night, a robber robbed a store….”

10

4. Look at these pictures and say what’s happening there. 5

5. Work in pair. Tell you friend what you used to do in your childhood. Ask

your friend for what s/he used to do in his/her childhood and respond their

conversation. 10

6. Tell your friend how you celebrated the new-year day last month. 5

Thank You
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Appendix -2

Writing test

Name: FM: 40

Class: PM: 12.8

Roll no. Time: 3.5 hour

Section: Date:

School:

1. Write past form of the following verbs: 10

Go

Eat

Cut

Read

Do

Destroy

Write

Compose

Teach

Climb

2. Rewrite the sentences choosing the correct form from the bracket. 20

a) They’d not finished the examination at that time,………………..? (hadn’t

they / had they / would they/ did they)

b) Nothing was wrong,………? (wasn’t it / was it /wasn’t they / were they)

c) We…………..(had sit / sit/ sat/ were sitting) in the classroom yesterday.

d) They ………(published / were publishing / publish / had published) a book

two years age.

e) Roshan ……….(went /had gone/ was going/ goes) out before Ganesh

arrived.

f) A boy shouted while we………exam. (took/ were talking/ had taken).

g) When I saw her, she ……..(was dancing/ danced/ had danced).
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h) Sunil……..(worked/ was working/ had worked) before he went out.

i) He………..       (worked/ was working/ had worked) hard all last week.

j) Gopi was singing while she……….        (was reading/ read/ had read).

k) I saw the film after I ……………   (have read/ was reading/ read/ had read)

the book.

l) He was walking very quickly when I …….       (met/ was meeting/ had met)

him yesterday.

m) They……….    (went/ were going/ had gone) to the cinema when I met

them in the street.

n) When the light went out, I……           (finished/ was finished/ had finished)

writing letter.

o) When I got up, it……..          (rained/ had rained/ was raining).

p) Elisha ………     (arrives/ had arrived/ arrived) in Pokhara a few weeks age.

q) When the driver braked, the bus……….             (stops/ stopped/ will stop).

r) The bridge fell down after the truck…………      (crossed/ was crossing/

had crossed).

s) My grandfather died after he…………         (was/ had been/ has been) ill.

t) It………..            last night. (rained/ was raining/ had rained)

3. Change the following sentences into Negative: 5

- Ram went school.

- Kamala was reading book.

- I had finished my homework.

- He had been writing article.

- Our English teacher was teaching a story when the thief came.
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4. Change the following sentences into interrogative. 5

- Hemant read a novel yesterday.

- Januka was writing a poem.

- I had played cricket.

- She had been watching the film on television.

- I went Korea last year.

5.  Change the following negative sentences into statements/affirmative. 5

- Roshan didn’t like rafting.

- I did not celebrate Dashain last year

.

- Kamala had not passed the exam before.

- They hadn’t been playing well.

- She wasn’t singing a song before in the stage.

6. Change the following interrogative sentences into statement/affirmative 5

- Did you pass the exam?

- Were they robbing the building last night?

- Had she had a breakfast?

- Had they not playing well?

- Did you meet her yesterday?
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7. Generate appropriate sentences through the following structures. 5

- S + V2 + O

-S + was/were + V4 + O

-S + had + V3 + O

-S + had been+ V4 +O

-S + (do) + not + V1 + O

8. Write a news story using the following clues: 10

Plane crash at Thankot

Yati airline- flying to Kathmandu from Pokhara – thick clouds – hit the

TV tower – caught fire – all people died – compensation to the passengers

announced Rs. 5, 00,000 each.
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9. Read the following passage and do the activities that follow. 10

Second before Neha entered into her bedroom when suddenly, she heard and

outcry form below. “Its all over”, she thought as she stiffened and sank down

on the stairs. It was then that the baby boy had slid through the hole, hit the

second floor window shade and landed heavily on Vikram’s chest. His strong

arms closed tightly around Kanhaiya. Vikram lost his balance and fell back.

Looking out through her bedroom window grill, sobbing Neha, noticed that the

crowd had dispersed even Kanhaiya was not there. She rushed down and a man

on the ground floor told her that her son was safe and had been taken to a

nearby clinic.

Kanhaiya who grabbed and clung her was being treated for minor bruises when

she approaches him. Standing by him was a young stranger who was the savior

of her beloved son. “I have no words to express my gratefulness to you.” She

kept on telling the stranger. “I was only doing what I had to do,” say Vikram,

“but I wish nobody would leave small children near windows”.

A. Complete the following sentences by choosing the correct answer. 3

i) When Neha was about to enter into bedroom, she……………

a) heard a loud noise

b) didn’t hear anything

c) could feel silence

ii) Vikram lost his balance when the baby boy…………

u) pushed him away

v) landed on him

w) embraced him

iii) The word ‘approached’ in the above text means……….

a) left

b) came near

c) applied
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B. Rewrite the following sentences in the correct order. 2

i) A man told her that Kanhaiya was safe and had been taken to the clinic.

iv) She didn’t see her son or the crowd below.

v) Neha got into her bedroom and looked through the window.

vi) She rushed down stairs.

C. Answer the following questions. 5

i) How did the baby boy fall down?

ii) What happened to Neha when she heard an outcry?

iii) Why did Vikram fall back?

iv) What did the baby do when his mother reached near him?

vii) Why was Neha grateful to Vikram?
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10.  Following pie chart shows the expenditure of Rhino publication Pvt. Ltd.

of last month. Develop a paragraph with the information shown in it. 10

Expenditure of Rhino Publication

45%

2%
30%

2%

1%

5%

3%

5%

2%

5%

Salary
Sanitation
Office rent
Electricity
Drinking water
Stationery
Communication
Tiffin
Miscellaneous
Travel
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11. Write a short paragraph expressing your past habit. 5

12. You had attended a picnic program at Pokhara last year. Write few

paragraphs narrating your experiences on the picnic. 10

Thank You
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Appendix -3
Group-based table of student’s scoring

Table-1
Rank of the students according to the result of the pre-test

Rank Name Written test Spoken test Total
FM OM FM OM FM OM

1 Rabin Acharya 100 67 40 29 140 96
2 Manish Dahal 100 65 40 28 140 93
3 Kabita Parajuli 100 61 40 30 140 91
4 Anisha Gauli 100 58 40 30 140 88
5 Prashamsha Thapa 100 58 40 29 140 87
6 Prativa Thapa 100 54 40 31 140 85
7 Rima Dangol 100 53 40 32 140 85
8 Pradip Bohora 100 52 40 32 140 84
9 Roshy Shrestha 100 51 40 30 140 81
10 Robin Shreshta 100 50 40 30 140 80
11 Bipin Rana 100 50 40 30 140 80
12 Dipika Prajapati 100 48 40 31 140 79
13 Susant Neupane 100 47 40 30 140 77
14 Kabita Burlakoti 100 46 40 30 140 76
15 Deepa Shrestha 100 44 40 31 140 75
16 Bibek GC. 100 44 40 30 140 74
17 Prakash Dhungana 100 43 40 28 140 71
18 Pradip Pokharel 100 43 40 27 140 70
19 Nita Shrestha 100 43 40 24 140 67
20 Sujina Shrestha 100 42 40 24 140 66
21 Ganesh Kharel 100 36 40 28 140 64
22 Mukesh Lekhak 100 38 40 26 140 64
23 Bindiya Adhikari 100 37 40 27 140 64
24 Nabin Shah 100 42 40 20 140 62
25 Bikash Tharu 100 44 40 17 140 61
26 Sanjib Sharma 100 33 40 27 140 60
27 Laxmi Maharjan 100 42 40 15 140 57
28 Laxmi GC. 100 39 40 18 140 57
29 Roji Rana 100 39 40 16 140 55
30 Shrishti Shreshta 100 36 40 15 140 51

Average score - 46.83 - 26.5 - 73.33
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Table-2
Pre-test result of group A (Control group)

Rank Name Obtained marks

1 Rabin Acharya 96

3 Kabita Parajuli 91

5 Prashamsha Thapa 87

7 Rima Dangol 85

9 Roshy Shrestha 81

11 Susant Neupane 80

13 Bipin Rana 77

16 Bibek GC. 74

18 Pradip Pokharel 70

20 Sujina Shrestha 66

22 Mukesh Lekhak 64

24 Nabin Shah 62

26 Sanjib Sharma 60

28 Laxmi GC. 57

30 Shrishti Shreshta 51

Average score 73.40
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Table-3
Pre-test result of group B (Experimental group)

Rank Name Obtained marks

2 Manish Dahal 93

4 Anisha Gauli 88

6 Prativa Thapa 85

8 Pradip Bohora 84

10 Robin Shreshta 80

12 Dipika Prajapati 79

14 Kabita Burlakoti 76

15 Deepa Shrestha 75

17 Prakash Dhungana 71

19 Nita Shrestha 67

21 Ganesh Kharel 64

23 Bindiya Adhikari 64

25 Bikash Tharu 61

27 Roji Rana 57

29 Laxmi Maharjan 5

Average score 73.26
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Table-4
Rank of the students of group A according to the result of the post-test

Rank Name Written test Spoken test Total

FM OM FM OM FM OM

1 Rabin Acharya 100 69 40 30 140 99

3 Kabita Parajuli 100 65 40 31 140 96

5 Prashamsha Thapa 100 64 40 30 140 94

7 Rima Dangol 100 61 40 32 140 93

9 Roshy Shrestha 100 59 40 31 140 90

11 Susant Neupane 100 58 40 31 140 89

13 Bipin Rana 100 55 40 32 140 87

16 Bibek GC. 100 49 40 31 140 80

18 Pradip Pokharel 100 46 40 30 140 76

20 Sujina Shrestha 100 47 40 29 140 76

22 Mukesh Lekhak 100 2 40 28 140 70

24 Nabin Shah 100 39 40 27 140 66

26 Sanjib Sharma 100 36 40 27 140 63

28 Laxmi GC. 100 34 40 26 140 60

30 Shrishti Shreshta 100 34 40 25 140 59

Average score - 50.53 - 29.33 - 79.86
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Table-5
Rank of the students of group B according to the result of the post-test

Rank Name Written test Spoken test Total

FM OM FM OM FM OM

2 Manish Dahal 100 82 40 30 140 112

4 Anisha Gauli 100 73 40 32 140 105

6 Prativa Thapa 100 73 40 31 140 104

8 Pradip Bohora 100 70 40 32 140 102

10 Robin Shreshta 100 73 40 29 140 102

12 Dipika Prajapati 100 70 40 30 140 100

14 Kabita Burlakoti 100 69 40 29 140 98

15 Deepa Shrestha 100 68 40 30 140 98

17 Prakash Dhungana 100 67 40 30 140 97

19 Nita Shrestha 100 64 40 29 140 93

21 Ganesh Kharel 100 59 40 29 140 88

23 Bindiya Adhikari 100 53 40 29 140 82

25 Bikash Tharu 100 46 40 25 140 71

27 Roji Rana 100 42 40 25 140 67

29 Laxmi Maharjan 100 29 40 24 140 53

Average score - 62.53 - 28.93 - 91.46
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Table-6
Post-test result of group A (Control group)

Rank Name Obtained marks

1 Rabin Acharya 99

3 Kabita Parajuli 96

5 Prashamsha Thapa 94

7 Rima Dangol 93

9 Roshy Shrestha 90

11 Susant Neupane 89

13 Bipin Rana 87

16 Bibek GC. 80

18 Pradip Pokharel 76

20 Sujina Shrestha 76

22 Mukesh Lekhak 70

24 Nabin Shah 66

26 Sanjib Sharma 63

28 Laxmi GC. 60

30 Shrishti Shreshta 59

Average score 79.86
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Table-7
Post-test result of group B (Experimental group)

Rank Name Obtained marks

2 Manish Dahal 112

4 Anisha Gauli 105

6 Prativa Thapa 104

8 Pradip Bohora 102

10 Robin Shreshta 102

12 Dipika Prajapati 100

14 Kabita Burlakoti 98

15 Deepa Shrestha 98

17 Prakash Dhungana 97

19 Nita Shrestha 93

21 Ganesh Kharel 88

23 Bindiya Adhikari 82

25 Bikash Tharu 71

27 Roji Rana 67

29 Laxmi Maharjan 53

Average score 91.46
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Table-8
Pre-test result of group A (Control group) on spoken test

Rank Name Obtained marks

1 Rabin Acharya 29

3 Kabita Parajuli 30

5 Prashamsha Thapa 29

7 Rima Dangol 32

9 Roshy Shrestha 30

11 Susant Neupane 30

13 Bipin Rana 30

16 Bibek GC. 30

18 Pradip Pokharel 27

20 Sujina Shrestha 24

22 Mukesh Lekhak 26

24 Nabin Shah 20

26 Sanjib Sharma 27

28 Laxmi GC. 18

30 Shrishti Shreshta 15

Average score 26.46
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Table-9
Post-test result of group A (Control group) on spoken test

Rank Name Obtained marks

1 Rabin Acharya 30

3 Kabita Parajuli 31

5 Prashamsha Thapa 30

7 Rima Dangol 32

9 Roshy Shrestha 31

11 Susant Neupane 31

13 Bipin Rana 32

16 Bibek GC. 31

18 Pradip Pokharel 30

20 Sujina Shrestha 29

22 Mukesh Lekhak 28

24 Nabin Shah 27

26 Sanjib Sharma 27

28 Laxmi GC. 26

30 Shrishti Shreshta 25

Average score 28.93
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Table-10
Pre-test result of group B (Experimental group)on spoken test

Rank Name Obtained marks

2 Manish Dahal 28

4 Anisha Gauli 30

6 Prativa Thapa 31

8 Pradip Bohora 32

10 Robin Shreshta 30

12 Dipika Prajapati 31

14 Kabita Burlakoti 30

15 Deepa Shrestha 31

17 Prakash Dhungana 28

19 Nita Shrestha 24

21 Ganesh Kharel 28

23 Bindiya Adhikari 27

25 Bikash Tharu 17

27 Roji Rana 15

29 Laxmi Maharjan 16

Average score 26.53
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Table-11
Post-test result of group B (Experimental group) on spoken test

Rank Name Obtained marks

2 Manish Dahal 30

4 Anisha Gauli 32

6 Prativa Thapa 31

8 Pradip Bohora 32

10 Robin Shreshta 29

12 Dipika Prajapati 30

14 Kabita Burlakoti 29

15 Deepa Shrestha 30

17 Prakash Dhungana 30

19 Nita Shrestha 29

21 Ganesh Kharel 29

23 Bindiya Adhikari 29

25 Bikash Tharu 25

27 Roji Rana 25

29 Laxmi Maharjan 24

Average score 29.33
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Table-12
Pre-test result of group A (Control group) on written test

Rank Name Obtained marks

1 Rabin Acharya 67

3 Kabita Parajuli 61

5 Prashamsha Thapa 58

7 Rima Dangol 53

9 Roshy Shrestha 51

11 Susant Neupane 50

13 Bipin Rana 47

16 Bibek GC. 44

18 Pradip Pokharel 43

20 Sujina Shrestha 42

22 Mukesh Lekhak 38

24 Nabin Shah 42

26 Sanjib Sharma 33

28 Laxmi GC. 39

30 Shrishti Shreshta 36

Average score 46.93
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Table-13
Post-test result of group A (Control group) on written test

Rank Name Obtained marks

1 Rabin Acharya 69

3 Kabita Parajuli 65

5 Prashamsha Thapa 64

7 Rima Dangol 61

9 Roshy Shrestha 59

11 Susant Neupane 58

13 Bipin Rana 55

16 Bibek GC. 49

18 Pradip Pokharel 46

20 Sujina Shrestha 47

22 Mukesh Lekhak 42

24 Nabin Shah 39

26 Sanjib Sharma 36

28 Laxmi GC. 34

30 Shrishti Shreshta 34

Average score 50.53
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Table-14
Pre-test result of group B (Experimental group) on written test

Rank Name Obtained marks

2 Manish Dahal 65

4 Anisha Gauli 58

6 Prativa Thapa 54

8 Pradip Bohora 52

10 Robin Shreshta 50

12 Dipika Prajapati 48

14 Kabita Burlakoti 46

15 Deepa Shrestha 44

17 Prakash Dhungana 43

19 Nita Shrestha 43

21 Ganesh Kharel 36

23 Bindiya Adhikari 37

25 Bikash Tharu 44

27 Roji Rana 42

29 Laxmi Maharjan 39

Average score 46.73
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Table-15
Post-test result of group B (Experimental group) on written test

Rank Name Obtained marks

2 Manish Dahal 82

4 Anisha Gauli 73

6 Prativa Thapa 73

8 Pradip Bohora 70

10 Robin Shreshta 73

12 Dipika Prajapati 70

14 Kabita Burlakoti 69

15 Deepa Shrestha 68

17 Prakash Dhungana 67

19 Nita Shrestha 64

21 Ganesh Kharel 59

23 Bindiya Adhikari 53

25 Bikash Tharu 46

27 Roji Rana 42

29 Laxmi Maharjan 29

Average score 62.53
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Appendix -4: Summary of the Lesson Plans

Lesson Plan No.: One

1. Specific Objective:

 To describe students’ own habitual past.

2. Teaching Materials:

 Materials of daily use.

 List of clue sentences.

 Flannel board.

3. Teaching Activities:

For group A For group B

The teacher starts class
inductively by sharing his own
past experiences related to his
own past habit and asks
students what they used to do.
He gives clue sentences and
makes students practice the
clues in pair. Lastly, asks
some of them to describe one
of their habitual past
experience. But, he does not
correct all of their language
output and does not provide
regular feedback as well.

The teacher starts class inductively by
sharing his own past experiences related to
his own past habit and asks students what
they used to do. He gives clue sentences and
makes students practice the clues in pair.
Lastly, asks individual students to describe
their habitual past experiences in pair with
the student as well as with the teacher. He
corrects all of their language output and
provides necessary feedback for correction.

Evaluation: Asks individual students what
they used to do while they were at primary
level.

Homework: write a short paragraph
describing what you used to do while your
mother called you by your neck -name at
your childhood.

Topic: Have your say

Teaching Item: Describing habitual past

Skill: Speaking

Time: 40 Minutes

Date: 2068-02-08


